When interviewing candidates regardless of the seniority of their positions, we more often than not hear them use the terms management and leadership interchangeably ... and so too, with coaching and mentoring, strategy and tactics. Even when asked directly to explain the difference between, say for example, strategy and tactics, very few people can articulate this, often confusing one for the other. And when asked what they wanted in style from their next direct line manager, the answer will usually include a person who will mentor them ... not something a direct line manager should be doing!

Management vs. Leadership
Mentoring vs. Coaching
Strategy vs. Tactics

Six concepts ... not three!

"Management is doing things right; leadership is doing the right thing."
Peter Drucker (1909 - 2005)
Management vs. Leadership

For many, the difference between the terms “leader” and “manager” might be considered semantic at first thought. Neither term has a singular, totally unambiguous definition. Entering into uncertain times however, given the choice between a leader and a manager there is little doubt which of the two most people would prefer to guide them into the future.

Defining Management and Leadership

A leader, as opposed to a manager, is set apart by providing direction, an outward focus on the issues confronting their people, strategy and vision, which compels those behind them to follow. That doesn’t mean “management” should be seen as somehow inferior or that the word “Manager” should be taken out of position titles! Management in fact refers to attending to the needs and requirements necessary to permit accomplishment of goals ... it is about providing and controlling the resources (one of which may well be leadership) to enable goal attainment.

A simplified distinction between the two might be seen in terms of influencing behaviour. Leadership provides the impetus for a voluntary “call to arms” in aid of a cause - it aims to inspire and influence behaviour in a particular direction. Management instead exerts influence by ensuring compliance with the preconditions and behaviours required for goals to be achieved.

Management and Leadership: An inseparable pair?

Like such great pairings as Hall and Oates, the Road Runner and Wylie Coyote, Abbot and Costello or Fonzie and Richie, management and leadership rarely succeed in individual isolation. Good management requires good leadership, while good leadership requires good management. However there are times when greater emphasis on either leadership or management can be valuable.

When following a known course, pursuing a well-rehearsed repertoire of behaviour or continuing in a direction of consensus, the need for management tends to supersede the immediate need for leadership. These plain sailing “calmer waters” call for managers who can organise, prepare for, address and respond to the challenges inherent in preserving the status quo, whether it be in terms of direction, behaviour or motivation.

During such times, over-emphasis on leadership alone can even cause resistance - sentiments such as “if it ain’t broke don’t fix it” can prompt team members to ask why new directions are necessary, or even question whether the motivations of those espousing strong overtures of “leadership” is just about personal advancement, exerting power or pushing an agenda.

This is not to say that during times of “business as usual” those at the helm should adopt a style devoid of leadership; instead during these times, leadership is required in a more subtle form. These are the times when planning, listening, consultation and exploration of contingencies are required from leaders so that they can respond to change proactively and effectively. Good leaders prepare their team through good management, developing teamwork and fostering respect for individual skills. Leadership is not just about having confidence in a leader - it is about instilling confidence and trust in the team.

Knowledge of the prevailing conditions (both internally and externally) and the ability to convey a response in line with others’ expectations helps prevent one of leadership’s greatest enemies - panic. A manager does, but a leader must do so in the manner of a leader with composure, measure and conviction.

A team that understands the link between effort and reward, both through effective management processes and through the consistent experience of trusting in a leader’s exhortations, will be one who enters rough seas with greater confidence. They will have faith in forging ahead strongly in the direction espoused by their leader.

With a business climate in a state of flux, certainty is an elusive commodity. While managers will often be looked to for direction, it will be those willing to step up as leaders who will provide certainty in the form of a path to follow.

“If one does not know to which port one is sailing, no wind is favourable.”

Seneca (1st century Roman Philosopher)
Some Key Differences between Coaching and Mentoring

**Length of Engagement:**
Mentoring is usually ongoing, whereas coaching is usually provided until a desired behaviour is developed and established.

**Scope and Structure:**
Coaching is usually provided in a structured program with distinct, professionally related goals and outcomes achieved through a defined process. Mentoring most often takes a less formal structure, with transfer of knowledge through discussion of a variety of topics affecting personal and professional progress.

**Vocational Connection:**
A coach might not have any specific vocational experience in the field of the person being coached - they do however, lend objective approaches to the subjective experience of the individual to promote learning. A mentor on the other hand, has "been there and done that" - their subjective experience helps the individual broaden his/her knowledge and skills and thus prepare for similar experiences.

**Learning Route:**
Mentoring generally aims to transfer the *content* of knowledge, experience and skills from one individual to another. Coaching aims to provide the *processes* by which an individual can objectively explore their own learning and behaviour.

---

"Good coaches teach respect for the opposition, love of competition, the value of trying your best, and how to win and lose graciously.”
Brooks Clark
Strategies vs. Tactics ...

Just as management skills are a subset of leadership skills, so too are tactical plans a subset of strategic plans. They work hand-in-hand to achieve successful and sustainable outcomes.

When a business has a clear vision or mission, strategic planning is needed in order to achieve this goal. Once the strategic plans are in place (and there are usually more than one), then the shorter term tactical plans can be developed and implemented.

Strategy in action

A business that wants to be the largest widget manufacturer in Australia for example, may need to look at a strategy that involves acquisition or it may need to look at expanding its manufacturing capacity, improve its product quality and offering, bring in additional expertise, or all of these. Whilst strategies require long term planning, they also require both internal examination as well as external evaluation - the market, the competition and business climate, and so on.

Strategies therefore, are the long-term (2-5 years) action plans that allow you to achieve your vision or goal. Each functional department within a business will often have its own strategies that line up with the overall business plan and vision, eg the marketing manufacturer may have a strategy to achieve strong brand recognition, or launch new products.

The tactical side

Tactics are the actual means used to reach an objective. They are specific actions that turn strategies into reality, and are shorter term and narrower in scope. Tactical planning is the process of making detailed decisions about what, who, how and when. If we go back to our widget manufacturer, the tactics around the marketing strategy of achieving strong brand recognition might include specific relevant advertising and promotional campaigns to be undertaken by the Advertising Manager through meeting XYZ Trade Journal editor with a view for publication over a certain number of issues, commencing on a certain date.

Remain true to your vision

Change is a constant in our world and in business it is inevitable that plans will need to change too. Your vision however, should not change. It is the one and only constant. Strategies may need to vary under certain circumstances eg. an acquisition falling through. However, a strategy must always be replaced with another that still aligns to the vision.

Tactics on the other hand are completely flexible – they can be adjusted, scrapped or new ones added. They are however still essential if you are to achieve your objectives.

Good strategies without the tactics to achieve them will only remain good strategies - with no outcome. To achieve success, it is critical that vision, strategy and tactics are well aligned and regularly reviewed in accordance with internal and/or external changes that impact on the business.

Managing staff performance is one of the most difficult, yet fundamental tasks business leaders and managers undertake during good times, let alone through tough ones. Yet, from the significant dealings our business has had across broad industry, it is clear that few leaders involve themselves in the detail of performance management, and few managers are taught how to manage performance, let alone how to motivate a team that may be facing market negativity for the first time. This is where understanding the differences between, and harnessing the strengths of leaders and managers can produce great results.

Let’s face it … a business is only as good as the people in it. And if the right people who are successfully able to navigate stormy seas are not in place, then driving business performance is going to be a difficult task, regardless of how good a leader or manager one might be. Identifying whether those people are in place and then managing their performance requires both good leadership and good management.